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Executive Summary
This report is written for the Matisse Foundation, a primary funder of Summer Bridge
Arts Institute at MS 223, The Laboratory School of Finance and Technology, as part of a
5-year evaluation effort.
What is Summer Bridge Arts Institute? Serving over 197 students, the Summer
Bridge Arts Institute (SBAI) launched in July 2011 to serve all incoming 6th grade
students at MS 223, a public school in the South Bronx. SBAI expanded in its second
year to include both incoming 6th graders as well as returning 7th graders. In
collaboration with the David and Elsa Brule Foundation, Hayden Foundation, Matisse
Foundation, professional artists, and local community organizations, the Summer Bridge
Arts Institute was created to provide all students in the city with the opportunity to
experience high quality arts in order to positively impact the artistic, academic, and
psychological well being of children.
Evaluation
During its second year, Summer Bridge Arts Institute met (and in some areas,
surpassed) all program goals related to participation, academic and art experiences,
student attitudes, and school reform. Student achievement goals will continue to be
measured throughout the year, but initial data on independent reading levels of SBAI
alumni suggest achievement goals are being met. All recommendations from the 2011
evaluation were incorporated into the 2012 SBAI Program. Recommendations for 2012
include starting summer planning earlier, more comprehensive evaluation efforts,
improving family involvement, increasing academic rigor and high-interest learning
activities, and increasing the numbers of returning students.
Process Goals
1. Participation:
The program met its goal to serve a minimum of 200 students, serving 197 6th and
7th grade students of the 420 students attending MS 223 overall. Forty-four students
had perfect attendance during the 2012 program. Fourteen 7th grade students had
perfect attendance across both summers (2011 and 2012). One hundred fifty-five
out of 197 students had attendance rates of 80%-100%.
Summer Bridge Arts Institute also met its goal of providing more opportunities for
family participation by inviting family members to 1) join students on a field trip to
see the Broadway show Sister Act, 2) attend both an open house and end-ofprogram show, and 3) participate in a family survey and evaluation of the program.
One hundred and twenty-two parents completed the family survey.
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2. Academic and Art Experiences:
SBAI met its goals of ensuring that all participating students (1) learn music theory,
(2) select an instrument to learn, (3) sight-read a basic composition, (4) create at
least three visual art pieces, (5) visit cultural institutions, (6) engage in 60 minutes
of reading and writing time daily, (7) read six books during the institute, and (8)
integrate technology and math instruction.

All 6th grade students selected an instrument, received four weeks of extended
instruction, and performed at the program’s end.
All students received coursework in basic music theory, created at least three
original pieces of art (3D painting, 2D painting, printmaking, still life drawing, plaster
casting face sculpture, task board sculpture), and attended art history lessons.
This summer all SBAI students had the opportunity to attend four Broadway shows
and visit two museums and a bookstore.
During the institute, all SBAI students read 30-60 minutes daily in school and were
expected to read for at least an hour outside of school each day. All SBAI students
read at least six books over the course of the four-week institute.

3. Student Attitudes
The positive gains in student attitudes towards the arts and reading made during
the 2011 program were maintained in 2012 and improved.
During the 2012 summer, the program positively impacted students’ views of the
arts across multiple areas: students feeling the arts are valuable (85% in 2012, up
11% from the end of the program in 2011), students wanting to learn more about
the arts (76% in 2012, up 4% from 2011), students interested in pursuing careers in
the arts (46% in 2012, up 18% from 2011), and students who believe the arts can
help with other classes (71% in 2012, up 17% from 2011).
Student attitudes did not improve regarding how well students rated their artistic
ability, down 5% from 2011 post-program surveys. Gender and language differences
regarding attitudes towards the arts observed in 2011 data did not appear in 2012
data. However, differences in student attitudes towards the arts were apparent as
regards race. By and large, Latino students were more likely to feel positively
towards the arts, whereas, African-American and White students were more likely to
feel negatively towards the arts.
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Data collected indicate some positive impacts of the program on students’ attitudes
toward reading. Ninety-five percent of students said their reading had improved (up
5% from 2011), and 73% said they had library cards (up 16% from 2011). Sixtyone percent of SBAI families reported reading as a family weekly or daily.
Outcome Goals

4. School Reform:
The program met its goal to invite principals from high-poverty schools to the
Summer Bridge Arts Institute laboratory site for leadership development focused on
closing the reading achievement gap through the arts. Principals and support staff
continued to visit MS 223 to study innovative arts summer programming, and the
schools that visited applied for Matisse Foundation grants (one was accepted), and
all plan to start summer arts programs by 2013.

5. Student Achievement:
SBAI is continuing to collect data to assess whether or not it has met its second
outcome goal related to student achievement. Prior to the summer of 2011, the
school had achieved a NY State proficiency score of 25.6% in English Language Arts
and 59.9% in mathematics. The following year the school had achieved 32.9% in
English Language Arts and 63.4% in Mathematics. Although these results may be
impacted by other initiatives, these results are promising. Only preliminary findings
based on SBAI survey data and 2012 New York State achievement tests for rising 7th
graders who participated in Summer Bridge are presented below.
Several sources of achievement data collected for this report begin to document the
possible connection between arts programming and student achievement. Of the 77
seventh grade students who attended SBAI in 2012, 39% showed improved NYS
ELA test scores from 2011 to 2012, with 1% of those students improving their
scores by 0.5 points or more (NYS middle school tests are scored on a scale from 04). Summer Bridge alumni performed slightly better as a subgroup than the entire
population with 6% improving their scores by 0.5 points or more.
Fifty-one percent of the 7th graders attending SBAI in 2012 had improved NYS Math
test scores from 2011 to 2012, and 19% improved their scores by at least 0.5
points. SBAI alumni performed slightly better as a subgroup than the entire
population with 53% showing improvement in math tests and 19% improving their
scores by 0.5 points or more.
Additionally, 197 students read 6 or more books during 4 weeks of the program.
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In terms of demonstrating an increase of student reading fluency and
comprehension, independent reading levels of the 29 alumni returning to SBAI in
2012 who participated in surveys both years were reviewed. All 29 alumni (or
100%) showed growth in their independent reading levels. The range of increases
was 1-10 levels, with the average increase of +3.7. These initial data surpass the
independent reading level goal of improvement by at least one level.
More achievement data need to be collected during the 2012-2013 school year to
accurately assess the program’s progress on these goals.

5
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INTRODUCTION
This report presents preliminary findings to the
David and Elsa Brule Foundation and
contributes to the five-year evaluation of the
Summer Bridge Arts Institute, student
achievement, and student attitudes regarding
the arts and academics.
MS 223 is a public district middle school in the
New York City Department of Education. The
school serves 420 students in grades 6-8. MS
223 opened in 2003 as a replacement for a
persistently dangerous and underperforming
junior high school in the Mott Haven
neighborhood of the South Bronx. Since then,
the school has grown in size and popularity for
innovative programming, a safe learning
environment. The principal of MS 223, Ramon
Gonzalez, serves as the organizational head of
the Summer Bridge Program and has been
recognized for his educational leadership and as a visionary leader by such diverse
organizations and publications as Kappan Magazine, Smithsonian Magazine, The Wall
Street Journal and The New York Times Magazine.
The Summer Bridge Program at MS 223 launched in 2011 as an intensive, three-week
integrated arts program for incoming 6th grade students. In 2012, the program
expanded to a four-week arts institute serving both 6th and 7th grade students from MS
223. The program is a collaboration of several organizations, MS 223, Arete Education,
Inc., Multicultural Music Group, Inc., and Yale Alumni Association and was funded by
the Matisse Foundation. The program is founded on the belief that students need not
just remediation but deep rich academic, artistic, and cultural experiences to help them
grow intellectually and socially.
The purpose of the Summer Bridge Arts Institute is to close the achievement gap for
students by preventing and reversing summer learning loss through a program of
intensive learning in and through the arts. The program goals include:
Process Goals
1. Participation: (a) To serve a minimum of 200 students during the mandatory
four-week program; (b) to increase parent involvement in the arts.
2. Academic and Art Experiences: (a) To ensure that all participating students
learn music theory, select an instrument to learn, and sight-read a basic
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composition; (b) to provide all participating students an opportunity to create at
least three visual art pieces and visit cultural institutions; (c) to engage students
in at least 60 minutes of reading and writing daily.
3. Student Attitudes: To measure and positively impact student attitudes
regarding the arts and reading.
Outcome Goals
4. School Reform: To invite principals from high-poverty schools to the Summer
Bridge Arts Institute laboratory site for leadership development focused on
closing the reading achievement gap through the arts.
5. Student Achievement: (a) To document through surveys, interviews, and test
scores the effects of art programming on student achievement; (b) To
demonstrate a quantifiable increase in students’ reading fluency and
comprehension of one independent reading level or greater.
This report will answer the following research questions:
1. Did SBAI succeed in serving 200 students over four weeks of programming?
2. Did SBAI succeed in increasing parent participation in the arts?
3. Did students participate in music theory learning experiences, select an instrument,
and learn to sight-read a basic composition?
4. Did students participate in arts daily and create original pieces of art?
5. Did students read and write daily? Did they read multiple books over the summer?
6. What were the student outcomes related to reading and the arts of SBAI?
7. Did other principals from high-poverty schools visit to learn about arts
programming?
8. What effects, if any, did arts programming having on student achievement?
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
When arts instruction is woven into the curriculum, it has been shown to close gaps in
student reading scores by nearly 15 points over a three-year period.1 The Summer
Bridge Arts Institute asserts that if students experience high-quality art instruction, their
attendance and academics will synergistically improve. However, arts funding for public
schools has been repeatedly cut; this program was designed to remedy such cuts based
on the school’s commitment to emphasizing the arts as a direct pathway to student
achievement. Summer Bridge Arts Institute aims to use the arts to improve students’
engagement in their academic subjects, attendance, and overall feelings about school.
The program’s central focus has been to create a high-quality music and visual arts
program that gives MS 223 students an in-depth sequential experience working with the
best materials as they explore various media under the direction of professional artists.
A dual focus of the program has been on sustaining reading and academic growth in
and through the arts, enabling students to achieve on the level of their more
advantaged peers. The program hopes to offer an artistic, academic, social, and
physically active program that exposes students to opportunities they would not
otherwise experience during the summer months. The program’s stated goal is to
provide a comprehensive program that will meet intellectual, emotional, and creative
needs of MS 223 students.
Incoming 6th grade students and returning 7th grade students at MS 223 participated in
a range of activities across many subjects. In the morning, students primarily focused
on academic subjects. In 2012 technology and the arts were intentionally incorporated
into the morning academic sessions to strengthen academic instruction. For example,
mathematic instruction for 6th graders focused on reinforcing the skills necessary for
starting middle school through computer-based lessons using Time to Know. Seventh
graders experienced a dynamic, student-centered math curriculum where they designed
their own amusement parks and created their own games. Students also participated in
an intramural sports program.
In the afternoon, students studied music and art. Students participated daily in visual
art and instrumental music instruction, working under the guidance of professional art
teachers as well as professional artists. All instructors share professional background as
artists and in addition are certified by New York State/City as educators. Instructors
served as mentors to help students learn to work with new methods and materials and
find connections to students’ personal environs and life experiences. Students created
original art and works using a range of techniques and media, including 3D painting, 2D
1

Research findings from Montgomery County, Maryland as presented in Real Visions. (2007).
Montgomery County Public Schools Arts Integration Model Schools Program, 2004-2007: Final evaluation
report. Berkeley Springs, WV: Real Visions.
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painting, printmaking, still life drawing, plaster casting face sculpture, and task board
sculpture.
The musical component allowed students to learn basic music theory, sight-read, and
learn in small instrumental sections based on their choice of percussion, strings,
woodwinds, or brass instruments. Those who preferred to concentrate on vocal studies
worked with a choral instructor. SBAI students also had the opportunity to take dance
classes in 2012. All students rehearsed with a professional in their area and performed
as a complete ensemble for families and peers at the end of the program.
SBAI also provided multiple opportunities for students to participate in cultural arts
events such as the Broadway shows: Memphis, Sister Act, Phantom of the Opera, Bring
It On, and Spiderman Turn up the Dark; two museum visits: the Metropolitan Museum
of the Arts and Bronx Museum; and one visit to a bookstore.
Through collaboration with the Center for Arts Education (CAE), MS 223 participated in
the School Arts Support Initiative (SASI), which supported developing school principals
in their efforts to transform their arts poor schools into arts rich schools. SASI gave
these principals an opportunity to support each other with observations and strategies
to ensure that arts programming remained vibrant in their schools. MS 223 used this
experience with SASI to add a lab site for principals seeking to create art rich schools.
The Summer Bridge Arts Institute thus included essential opportunities to share insights
gained from this innovative program with principals from other high-poverty schools
within a high-needs district of New York City.
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METHODS
Data collection for a full five-year program evaluation is ongoing. Data sources for this
preliminary evaluation of the 2012 Summer Bridge Arts Institute include achievement
data (NYS achievement tests in Math and ELA, teacher-administered reading levels);
program documents (attendance records, grant proposals, principal self-evaluation,
teacher lesson plans, student reading logs, newspaper article); student and family
surveys; and interviews of students, staff, and families.
MS 223 leaders developed two surveys, one for students and one for families. Both
surveys focused on student and family attitudes and experiences with the arts and
reading. Of the 197 students attending SBAI, 114 students completed the post-survey
after the program, and 123 parents completed the family survey at the beginning of the
summer.
After the completion of the program, students and parents were randomly selected to
participate in phone interviews with the outside evaluator. Academic subject teachers
were invited to participate in staff interviews. These interviews, the student and family
surveys, analysis of achievement data, and various program documents were used to
generate the results, discussion, and recommendations in this program evaluation.
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RESULTS – PROCESS GOALS
SBAI was able to achieve its key process goals for students.
(1) Participation
One hundred and ninety-seven 6th and 7th
grade students participated in the Summer
Bridge four-week program, and 44 students
had perfect attendance. Across both the
2011 and 2012 Summer Bridge programs, 14
students had perfect attendance.

14 students with
perfect attendance
during both 2011 and
2012 Summer Bridge
Programs

All students, parents, and staff who
participated in the interviews agreed that attending Summer Bridge was a positive
experience, and all students and families were looking forward to attending in 2013.
One parent reported that her son had asked her to move any family vacation plans that
might conflict with SBAI to before or after the program was in session for 2013. One 7th
grade student described in an interview how much she looked forward to the afternoon
arts sessions where she learned to dance bomba. She said, “We all figured that we
would be learning to dance hip hop or something like that, but instead we got to learn
new dances from Africa and other parts of the world.” She, along with her peers who
were interviewed and surveyed, insisted that participating in SBAI was a worthwhile
way to spend the summer.
Regarding family involvement, over 123 parents participated in the family survey.
Twenty-eight families accompanied students to the Broadway show Sister Act. Families
also attended the Summer Bridge open house and attended the end-of-summer
performance. Inviting family members to a Broadway show performance and holding an
open house were new initiatives in 2012 aimed at increasing family participation in the
arts. Parents of 6th and 7th grade students interviewed reported that they supported the
program fully; most were only able to talk about very surface-level aspects of the
program, such as their child’s attitude toward the program and a lack of negative
feedback from SBAI staff.
(2) Academic and Art Experiences
SBAI met its goals of ensuring that all participating students (1) learn music theory, (2)
select an instrument to learn, (3) sight-read a basic composition, (4) create at least
three visual art pieces, (5) and visit cultural institutions, (6) engage in 60 minutes of
reading and writing time daily, (7) read six books during the institute, and (8) integrate
technology and math instruction.
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During the 2012 Summer Bridge Arts Institute, students were given even more
opportunities than in the previous year to engage with the arts, including the addition
of voice and dance sessions in the afternoon arts program, a visit to Barnes & Noble
bookstore with $15 distributed to each student to purchase books, and more Broadway
and museum trips. All students discussed their favorite books from the summer,
including Chasing Vermeer, Twilight, The Lost Hero, Fever, Homer P. Figg, The Hunger
Games, and Harry Potter.
This summer…
197 students selected an instrument, received four weeks of extended
performance instruction, and performed in front of families at the end of the
program.
197 students participated in basic music theory classes.
197 students created at least 3 original pieces of art, including 3D painting, 2D
painting, printmaking, still life drawing, plaster casting face sculpture, task
board sculpture.
197 students visited at least one cultural institution, including five Broadway
shows, two museums, and a bookstore
197 students read 30-60 minutes daily in school and were expected to read
for at least an hour outside of school each day.
197 students read at least six books over the four weeks.

In interviews, parents and students all described the many positive opportunities SBAI
gave them to explore the arts. Students highlighted learning to dance the bomba,
taking voice lessons, learning to play the saxophone and trumpet, working with the
iPads, and writing their own songs and music. Interviews with 7th grade families and
staff touched on issues related to increasing the rigor and excitement for older
students. Individual students suggested spending more time writing, learning about
science and technology, cooking, and theater.
One staff member described in detail just how beneficial the learning experiences at
SBAI were for MS 223 6th and 7th graders, stating that the students who did not
attended Summer Bridge experienced the effects of summer learning loss. Being in
school and learning in the Summer Bridge Arts Institute for 4 weeks was enough to
trigger the information they needed when school resumed in the fall, suggested one
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staff member. In addition, staff saw the value in providing new experiences that help
round out the students, like singing, playing instruments, and drawing.
(3) Student Attitudes
As part of its efforts to improve student achievement, SBAI was also able to achieve its
key goals connected to student attitudes toward the arts and reading. The positive
gains in student attitudes towards the arts and reading made during the 2011 program
were maintained in 2012 and improved.
Art Attitudes (all students)
Overall, Summer Bridge Arts Institute students at the end of the 2012 summer were
more likely to feel positively towards the arts, as compared to the end of the 2011
program. Changes in student attitudes towards the arts on six separate indicators are
depicted in the table below.
The percentage of students who felt that the arts are important and valuable increased
by 11% from 2011 to 2012 with 85% of all students agreeing the arts are valuable.
Similarly, more students in 2012 reported wanting to learn more about the arts: 76% in
2012, up 4% from 2011.
More SBAI students also saw important connections between the arts and future
careers as well as their other academic classes. Eighteen percent more students in 2012
were interested in pursuing careers in the arts, and 17% more students in 2012
believed that the arts could help with other classes.
Changes in Student Attitudes Toward the Arts, 2011-2012
Student Attitudes
After SBAI 2011
Arts are important
and valuable
Want to learn more
about the arts
Want to pursue a
career in the arts
The arts can help
with other classes
Love or like the arts
Feel like good or
excellent artists

Student Attitudes
After 2SBAI 012

Attitudinal
Changes

74%

85%

+ 11%

72%

76%

+ 4%

28%

46%

+ 18%

54%

71%

+ 17%

92%

92%

0%

70%

65%

- 5%
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Student attitudes did not improve regarding how well students rated their artistic ability,
down 5% from 2011 post-program surveys. The number of students reporting that they
love or like the arts remained constant across both years at 92%.
Gender and language differences regarding attitudes towards the arts observed in 2011
data did not appear in 2012 data. However, differences in student attitudes towards the
arts were apparent as regards race.

Art Attitudes (Race)
By and large, Latino students were more likely to feel positively towards the arts at the
end of the 2012 program, whereas African-American and White students were more
likely to feel negatively towards the arts. For instance, greater percentages of Latino
students (88%) said they wanted to learn more about the arts, as compared to White
and African-American students.2

2

As depicted above, 86% of students who identified as Native American in the 2012 survey. Data
regarding Native American students are included in the graphics but excluded from analysis due to the
small sample size of Native American students surveyed.
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This trend in the data was also seen when students were asked to express their
attitudes about the arts helping with other classes. Latino students were more likely
(78%) to say that the arts can help with other academic classes than White (67%) or
African-American students (58%).

Art Attitudes (Alumni)
In the data on student attitudes toward the arts, there were also positive trends related
to alumni status. Alumni to the program were more likely (92% versus 83% of new
students) to say that SBAI helped them to see the arts as important.
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Similar positive trends in alumni were also apparent in data relating to student attitudes
about how much they liked art. Ninety-seven percent of alumni said they love or like art
while 92% of new students said they love or like art.

Reading Attitudes (all students)
Data collected indicate some positive impacts of the program on students’ attitudes
toward reading. Ninety-five percent of students said their reading had improved (up 5%
from 2011), and 73% said they had library cards (up 16% from 2011). The number of
students who said they talked with family members every day or most days remained
fairly constant, increasing slightly from 51% in 2011 to 53% in 2012.
Two other reading attitudinal outcomes declined between 2011 and 2012: 1) students
reporting they enjoyed reading more as a result of the program, and 2) the number of
books students plan to read before the school year. Six of the 114 students completing
the post-survey indicated that they would have liked more time for reading during the
program. In three interviews, the desire for increased rigor in 7th grade programming
for more academically focused students was discussed.
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Changes in Student Attitudes Toward the Reading, 2011-2012
Student Attitudes
After SBAI 2011
Reading has
improved
Have library cards
Talked with family
members about
reading every day or
most days
Like reading more
Plan to read 4-6 or
more books before
the school year

Student Attitudes
After SBAI 2012

Attitudinal
Changes

90%

95%

+ 5%

57%

73%

+ 16%

51%

53%

+ 2%

78%

63%

- 15%

90%

69%

- 21%

RESULTS – OUTCOME GOALS
SBAI progressed toward meeting its key outcome goals for students.
(4) School Reform
SBAI was again able to attract school leaders from other high-need schools within the
district to visit the MS 223 as a laboratory site for leadership development focused on
closing the reading achievement gap through the arts. Principals and support staff
continued to visit MS 223 to study innovative arts summer programming, and the
schools that visited applied for Matisse Foundation grants (one was accepted) and all
plan to start summer arts programs by 2013. The MS 223 principal has leveraged this
experience to increase funding for schools in the area through the Bronx Middle School
Principal Consortium resulting in 14 principals identified for first choice of Reso A city
capital funds. MS 223 has also leveraged the Matisse funding to attract two other
donors, the Hayden Foundation and the Brule Foundation, to sponsor the academic
component of Summer Bridge Arts Institute.
(5) Student Achievement
SBAI is continuing to collect data to assess whether or not it has met its second
outcome goal related to student achievement. Only preliminary findings based on SBAI
survey data and 2012 New York State achievement tests for rising 7th graders who
participated in SBAI are presented in this report.
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Several sources of achievement data collected for this report begin to document the
possible connection between arts programming and student achievement. Of the 57
seventh grade students who attended SBAI in 2012, 22 students (or 39%) showed
improved NYS ELA test scores from 2011 to 2012. Of those 22 students performing
better in ELA, 3 students (or 1%) improved their scores by 0.5 points or more (NYS
middle school tests are scored on a scale from 0-4). Thirty-six of the 57 SBAI 7th
graders attended the program in both 2011 and 2012. These SBAI alumni performed
slightly better as a subgroup than the entire population with 2 of the 36 students (6%)
improving their scores by 0.5 points or more.
Of the same group of 7th grade students, 29 students (or 51%) had improved NYS Math
test scores from 2011 to 2012, and 11 of the 29 students (19%) improved their scores
by at least 0.5 points. Of the 57 seventh graders attending SBAI in 2012, 15 students
improved in both ELA and Math state tests from 2011 to 2012. Thirty-six of the 57 SBAI
7th graders attended the program in both 2011 and 2012. These SBAI alumni performed
slightly better as a subgroup than the entire population with 19 of the 36 students
(53%) showing improvement in math tests and 7 of 36 students (or 19%) improving
their scores by 0.5 points or more.
Additionally, 197 students read 6 or more books during 4 weeks of SBAI in 2012.
Preliminary data from the student surveys indicate promise with regard to SBAI’s goal
to positively impact reading fluency and comprehension by increasing independent
reading levels. In 2011 independent reading level data was analyzed for 83 of the 105
students participating in pre- and post-surveys, and of those 83 students, 48 students
(or 58%) showed growth of at least 1 level (the articulated outcome goal).
In terms of demonstrating an increase of student reading fluency and comprehension,
independent reading levels of the 29 alumni returning to SBAI in 2012 who participated
in surveys both years were reviewed. All 29 alumni (or 100%) showed growth in their
independent reading levels. The range of increases was 1-10 levels, with the average
increase of +3.7. These initial data surpass the independent reading level goal of
improvement by at least one level.
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DISCUSSION
Attendance rates of 80% or higher for 155 of the 197 students enrolled in a mandatory
summer program is unusually high3 and suggests that MS 223’s unique, integrated arts
approach to improving student achievement during summer months has promise.
Additional data from the interviews, student surveys, and the principal visitations to MS
233 as well as MS 223’s participation in SASI suggest that SBAI may be a model for
integrated arts middle school summer programming that should be further developed
and expanded. Student, staff, and family interviews suggest that SBAI should include
more academically challenging and exciting learning opportunities for older students,
and research suggests giving older youth more leadership experiences.4
In this second year of operation, SBAI expanded its goals to include families more in
the arts. Research on out-of-school time programs in New York City5 suggest that
regular communication with families is a core feature of quality programming, and
SBAI’s commitment to include families in more programmatic features (e.g., Open
House, End of Summer Performance, Broadway musicals) as well as in the formal
evaluation of the program (e.g., online family surveys and phone interviews) create
opportunities for increasing regular communication with families during the summer.
Data from the interviews and surveys suggest that students, families, and staff overall
feel positive about SBAI’s decision to extend the summer program to four weeks. SBAI
followed the recommendation in the Year 1 evaluation to expand from three to four
weeks in order to provide more opportunities for initial short-term attitudinal gains
reported in Year 1. As a result, students (and families) were exposed to more
opportunities to engage in the arts through an increased number and diversity of art
learning experiences and visits to cultural institutions. The program also met its
articulated goals of students participating in music theory, instrument lessons, sightreading, daily arts activities, and the creation of at least three pieces of original art.
Data relating to attitudinal changes among SBAI students demonstrate that the
program is meeting and in some areas even surpassing its goals related to student
attitudes related to the arts and reading. More students reported feeling that a) the arts
are valuable, b) they wanted to learn more about the arts, c) they wanted to pursue
careers related to the arts, and d) the arts can help with other classes in 2012 survey
3

While trends in summer school attendance in NYC have shown some improvement (reported to be 60%
in 2003, 69% in 2010, and 75% in 2011 by the New York Times and New York Daily News), city
averages for summer school attendance fall far below Summer Bridge attendance data for 2011.
4
Russell, C. A., Mielke, M. B., & Reisner, E. R. (2008). Evaluation of New York City Department of Youth
and Community Development out-of-school time programs for youth initiative: Results of efforts to
increase program quality and scale in year 2, Executive summary. Washington, D.C.: Policy Studies
Associates, Inc.
5
Ibid.
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data (as compared to 2011 survey data). Additionally, 95% of students felt their
reading had improved after attending SBAI, and 16% more students in 2012 reported
having a library card. These data along with positive opinions expressed in all interviews
indicate SBAI’s success in this area.
In Year 1, gender differences in the data stood out, as did differences in attitudes
towards the arts by English language learners. However, in Year 2, these differences
did not appear in the data. Interestingly, racial differences did stand out in 2012, with
Latino students showing more positive attitudes towards the arts than White or AfricanAmerican students. Data regarding racial differences in attitudes among students should
be studied further.
Initial data may suggest that SBAI programming is correlated with improved
independent reading levels and NYS ELA and Math tests. Continued and rigorous
evaluation of the SBAI Program is needed.6

6

Cooper, H. (2001). Summer school: Research-based recommendations for policy-makers. SERVE, Policy
brief.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Summer starts in September. Summer Bridge Arts Institute has made great
strides between Year 1 and Year 2 with planning for the summer program, yet
there is room for improvement in this area for Years 3-5. SBAI staff at MS 223
should begin planning for the summer program months before the 2013 program
starts. Data from this evaluation show a marked improvement in planning ahead
of time for Year 2. For instance, academic area teachers met to plan SBAI
curriculum in May and June 2012, whereas, in Year 1, planning could not begin
until late June when summer funding was granted and staff could then be hired.
Research on summer school programming7 suggests that staff start planning for
the summer program early in the year, maintain continuity for staffing, integrate
staff development into summer teaching, and coordinate the end of summer
programming with the start of the academic year. SBAI should better incorporate
these research findings by:
a. Securing funds by the start of January 2013 to insure that staff can be
recruited and trained for the 2013 SBAI;
b. Continuing its May/June professional development for all program staff,
continuing daily collaboratively curriculum planning sessions for staff
throughout the summer, and by adding professional development in
January for academic year and summer program staff;
c. Expanding funding for more summer school staff professional
development and training during the summer to enable SBAI staff to
better coordinate summer and academic year programs, conduct more
comprehensive self-evaluations at the end of the summer program, spend
more time planning throughout the year, and be able to grow
professionally from coaching and mentoring during the summer program;
d. In the fall of 2012, MS 223 faculty sponsored a field trip to the Natural
Museum of History for SBAI students with exceptional attendance. Twenty
students and staff participated in this overnight field trip that was planned
to help bridge summer and academic year learning. SBAI should continue
and expand these kinds of opportunities to build excitement for the
program, foster higher attendance during the summer, and unify summer
and academic year learning.
2. Comprehensive evaluation. SBAI from its inception has prioritized evaluation
in order to improve its programming and outcomes for students. In Years 1 and
2, SBAI hired an outside evaluator to write a program evaluation. Rigorous
evaluation of summer programs and monitoring of fidelity are two critical areas
that support strong summer programming for students.8 In order to have a more
comprehensive evaluation of its programming, SBAI should:
7
8

Copper. (2001). Summer School.
Ibid.
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a. Continue its ongoing assessment of the Summer Bridge Arts Institute by
an outside evaluator;
b. Expand its evaluation efforts by including multiple focus groups (incoming
6th graders, returning 7th graders, returning 8th graders, and program
staff) and by including short phone interviews for all families at the end of
the program in Year 3 in August 2013;
c. Develop a teacher-led system for monitoring program fidelity in terms of
MS 223 behavioral expectations, high academic rigor, and hands-on
learning experiences across the day and across academic, physical
education, and arts classes.
3. Improved Family Involvement. In Year 2, SBAI articulated the goal of better
supporting family involvement in the arts. Through participation in surveys,
interviews, open houses, student performances, and field trips, data from Year 2
suggest that families were more involved in the arts. SBAI staff should continue
with this work and build on the momentum by:
a. Providing more structured opportunities for family members to volunteer
during the academic year and summer to directly benefit SBAI and
learning related to the arts (e.g., fundraising activities such as selling art
and music supplies, exhibition activities such as holding open studio nights
exhibiting student art, field trips related the arts on weekends or
afterschool such as visits to Chelsea open studio exhibitions or music
performances, etc.);
b. Expanding funding and inviting MS 223 families to attend one or more
family arts workshops held one or more nights at MS 223 throughout the
school year where SBAI arts teachers lead the workshops;
c. Highlight MS 223 family members who are artists and musicians in school
newsletters, website, and other school media.
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4. Sustain and Increase Academic Rigor and High-Interest Learning
Activities. SBAI provides a unique opportunity to for students to stay engaged
in both academic learning opportunities and arts learning opportunities for four
weeks of the summer. This programming shows promise for stemming the tide
of summer learning loss that is prevalent in urban public school communities
between June and September each year. Data from staff, family, and student
interviews spotlight an important growth area for SBAI incoming years:
sustaining and increasing academic rigor and high-interest learning activities
during the summer. Possible avenues in this growth area include:
a. Building on existing practices and curriculum in the 7th grade math
classroom that integrated technology and student-centered learning
opportunities (e.g., designing an amusement park) to provide summer
learning opportunities that sustained interest in academic learning even
during the summer months;
b. Enhancing curriculum opportunities for incoming 6th graders who enter
SBAI with a wide range of skills and learning experiences from varied
elementary schools by differentiating skill development and learning
opportunities beyond 6th grade readiness to include 7th and 8th grade
readiness learning opportunities for students entering with stronger
academic skills;
c. Mentoring and teaching opportunities for returning 7th and 8th grade SBAI
students to allow students to teach back what they have learned and to
capitalize on what other researchers have found to be critical in successful
summer school programming: providing leadership opportunities.9
5. Increase Number of Returning Students. Data from Year 2 suggest that
returning students in 2012 had better outcomes in relation to valuing and
enjoying the arts than their peers who were attending SBAI for the first time.
Additionally, data related to student attitudinal changes from Year 1 to Year 2
suggest the potentially positive impact SBAI has on students’ desire to learn
more about the arts, pursue a career in the arts, see the value of the arts in
helping with other classes, and improvement in reading. Thus, SBAI should seek
to increase the number of returning students each summer. Recommendations
for improvement in this area include:
a. Continuing to plan and increasing number of events like the Natural
History Museum sleepover field trip for SBAI students with exemplary
attendance to help build momentum for returning 7th and 8th grade
students;
9

Russell et al. (2008). Evaluation of NYC.
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b. Making more explicit connections between classroom learning projects
and afterschool clubs and activities during the school year with courses
offered at SBAI to help hook 7th and 8th grade students into the arts and
hands-on learning opportunities they have during the school year;
c. Creating mentoring opportunities throughout the school year between
SBAI staff and rising 7th and 8th graders to help maintain continuous
positive relationships with adults associated with Summer Bridge;
d. Creating a Summer Bridge Arts Institute leadership and/or mentoring
program for rising 7th and 8th grade students to mentor incoming 6th
graders;
e. Seeking funding for opportunities for overnight trips and/or special
advanced classes/internships for rising 7th and 8th graders.

